A Novel Functional Swallow Method to Establish the Posterior Palatal Seal during the Maxillary Edentulous Final Impression: A Case Report
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ABSTRACT

Aim and objective: To propose an alternate, reliable, and easy-to-use functional swallow method for establishing the posterior palatal seal.

Background: Accurate registration of the posterior palatal seal is crucial to the success of the maxillary complete denture. The conventionally used functional “Ah” technique may not be reliable at times to record the posterior palatal seal, hence compromising the retention of the maxillary complete denture.

Case description and technique: A 70-year-old female patient requiring complete dentures presented with an unusually tense soft palate during the phase of posterior palatal seal development. The soft palate did not relax and remained in a superior position when the “Ah” functional method was used to record the seal. The posterior palatal seal area could not be compressed sufficiently during border molding, preventing the formation of an adequate seal. Hence, a new functional technique was devised to relax and displace the soft palate for developing an effective seal. This case report describes a novel and reliable method of displacing the posterior palatal seal area with a low-fusing compound by utilizing the patient’s functional swallow position.

Conclusion: The functional swallow method can be used effectively as an alternative and reliable method to obtain a consistent posterior palatal seal.

Clinical significance: The functional swallow method of developing the posterior palatal seal is simple, less demanding on the clinician, and can save chairside time. It also helps in an easy transfer of the demarcated posterior palatal seal area to the custom tray. The method lets the dentist be in charge of developing the seal rather than relying on the arbitrary cast scraping by the technician. Also, the seal can be achieved by employing commonly used materials.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the primary reasons for lack of maxillary denture retention is a poor posterior palatal seal (PPS).¹ Accurate registration of the PPS area plays a very critical role in the retention of maxillary complete denture.² The commonly used approaches to develop the PPS can be classified into conventional, arbitrary, and functional methods.³ The conventional and arbitrary techniques are commonly taught at the dental schools. The functional method is commonly advocated as the most appropriate technique.⁴ However, the functional technique has limitations.⁵ The functional method is a time-consuming process that involves patient cooperation.⁶ The functional method may not be suitable for all patients, as some patients may not be able to voluntarily relax their soft palate.⁷

Techniques that help to develop PPS during the border molding or final impression stage are favorable to the dentist. This is because the dentist becomes totally in charge of locating and developing the seal without relying on the technician.⁷ Development of PPS during the impression stage was classified by Hardy and Kapoor into functional and semi-functional methods. They explained that in the semi-functional technique, the molding of the seal area is done by the dentist whereas in the functional method, the molding of the PPS is performed by the patient’s functional movements.⁸ Recently introduced semi-functional techniques to achieve the PPS have employed materials like light polymerized resin⁹ and specially formulated nonfluid waxes¹⁰ on the elastomeric final impression surface. The drawbacks of these methods can be the requirement of special waxes that need careful heating after its application on the final impression surface,¹⁰ extra caution during cast pouring to prevent wax distortion,¹¹ and a possible overcompression of the PPS area due to the hard nature of resins.⁹

The functional method commonly used to achieve the PPS is through “Ah” sounds made by the patient to induce soft palate elevation during impression making.¹¹ But at the completion of “Ah” sound, the soft palate returns early to its lower position before the modeling plastic impression compound may have hardened, compromising the PPS.¹¹ Occasionally, in some patients the palatal
muscles remain tensed and may not relax when asked to say “Ah” vigorously during the PPS formation procedure. In such patients, it may be difficult to displace the PPS area by the “Ah” functional method, and thereby an effective seal will not be formed. A novel functional technique utilizing the physiologic swallowing forces can form a consistent and successful PPS for these individuals when the head is flexed forward. So this case report aims to describe an alternate method to establish the PPS using the functional swallow position and low-fusing compound during the phase of complete denture final impression.

Technique

Background
A 70-year-old completely edentulous female patient reported to the Department of Prosthodontics with a complaint of old and ill-fitting removable complete dentures. The patient was using these dentures for the past 6 years and requested a new pair, after considering the different treatment options given to her. On intraoral examination, moderately resorbed completely edentulous maxillary and mandibular ridges were seen. It was observed that the PPS area was of class II type based on House’s classification of the palatal throat form. An informed consent was obtained from the patient and her relative before starting the treatment. Primary impressions of both arches were made in alginate and the casts were poured with plaster. Accurately fitting maxillary and mandibular resin custom trays were fabricated on the plaster casts. Border molding was performed using the polyvinyl siloxane (PVS) putty consistency impression material (elite HD, Zhermack S.p.A. Italy) after applying a tray adhesive. During border molding with putty, the PPS formation was attempted using the conventional method, by making the patient say “Ah” in vigorous bursts and maintaining finger pressure on the posterior part of the custom tray. However, the obtained PPS was found to be inadequate when tested by applying tipping finger pressure on the inner side of the tray handle. The putty representing the PPS was removed and a second attempt to record the seal was made. This time, a low-fusing green stick compound was used instead of putty, and the patient was instructed to say “Ah” in vigorous bursts. The obtained PPS was still inadequate despite repeated attempts. It was also recognized that the patient had difficulty in repeatedly saying “Ah” in vigorous bursts as her palatal muscles were in tension and would rarely relax during the process. Hence, an alternate method to develop the PPS was planned by combining the patient’s functional swallow with a forward head posture to relax the palatal muscles.

Technique

• The anterior and posterior vibrating lines were located intraorally by asking the patient to say “Ah” and marked with an indelible pencil.
• The maxillary border molded tray was placed intraorally to transfer the marked PPS area onto the PVS putty material. Transferring the mark onto the putty was easier compared to the resin tray. The tray was removed from the mouth and the transferred mark was highlighted with the indelible pencil (Fig. 1A).
• Putty extending beyond the transferred PPS mark was removed with a sharp B.P blade. Using a round tungsten carbide trimmer under slow speed, the putty representing the PPS was made rough and thinned down almost to the resin tray (Fig. 1B).
• The patient was trained to lean forward, bend the head down (Fig. 1C), and swallow, with the instruction to keep the tongue against the palate during the swallow. The angle between the Frankfort plane and the horizontal plane was at least 45° when the head was bent forward.
• A stick of low-fusing compound (DPI Pinnacle Tracing Sticks, India) was softened using a flame and applied on the roughened polyvinyl siloxane PPS area. The added compound was heated uniformly using an alcohol torch, tempered in hot water, and placed in the patient’s mouth. The tray was supported with fingers on either side and the patient was asked to bend forward.

Figs 1A to F: Steps to record the PPS with the novel functional swallow method: (A) Transfer of the PPS mark onto the elastomeric putty; (B) Roughening and thinning of the elastomeric putty representing the PPS; (C) Patient position for recording the PPS using the functional swallow method; (D) Low-fusing compound representing the PPS; (E) Low-viscosity elastomeric final impression; (F) Master cast with the functionally displaced PPS
and swallow at least two times as practiced before. The patient was instructed to return to the normal posture and swallow once again. The efficacy of the PPS was assessed by tucking the tray handle on its inner side. A single application of the low-fusing compound was sufficient to achieve the desired seal. The green stick that appeared beyond the boundaries of the PPS was cut and finished using a sharp B.P blade (Fig. 1D).

- The final impression (Fig. 1E) was made using a light-body PVS impression material (elite HD+, Zhermack S.p.A. Italy). The impression was poured in type III gypsum to obtain a cast, with a custom-formed, functionally displaced PPS area (Fig. 1F).

Prosthesis Outcome and Follow-Up

The PPS developed using the novel swallow method gave increased confidence to the patient for wearing the maxillary complete denture. The patient was satisfied with the treatment outcome and could function adequately in speech and mastication. At 12-month follow-up, the patient presented with satisfactory retention and comfort of the maxillary complete denture. On clinical testing, the PPS was found to be consistent and similar to that developed during the final impression stage.

Discussion

Besides improving maxillary denture retention and stability, accurately formed PPS reduces gagging and makes the posterior border less noticeable to the tongue. It also adds strength to the denture and minimizes food accumulation on the underside. It partly compensates for the volumetric shrinkage of the acrylic resin and maintains intimate contact between the denture and tissues. The Glossary of Prosthodontic terms defines PPS area as “the soft tissue area limited posteriorly by the distal demarcation of the movable and non-movable tissues of the soft palate and anteriorly by the junction of the hard and soft palates on which pressure, within physiologic limits, can be placed; this seal can be applied by a removable complete denture to aid in its retention.”

This pressure within physiologic limits may probably be simulated from inherent functional processes that move the soft palate. The commonly used functional method where the patient has to say “Ah” vigorously may be awkward and sometimes difficult to replicate. Also, the muscles of the soft palate are rather taut than relaxed during the pronunciation of “Ah” sounds. Hence, it may be difficult to displace the PPS area. Bending the head forward and downward can make the palatal muscles passive and relaxed. It is also known that the initial phase of swallowing function is voluntary, though swallowing reflex is considered involuntary. During this voluntary swallowing phase, the soft palate is elevated by the palatal muscles and the tongue comes in intimate contact with the palate, placing physiologic forces. This swallowing position of the soft palate and tongue, along with a forward-downward head posture can be used effectively by the dentist to displace the PPS area. The current technique incorporates this phenomenon and places functional swallowing pressure on the posterior part of the custom tray during PPS recording, which is inherent to the individual.

The PPS can be established at various stages of denture construction. It can be incorporated at the final impression stage, at the trial base stage, or added to an existing denture. Developing the PPS during the final impression stage lets the dentist take responsibility for the process, as against the arbitrary and inaccurate cast scraping methods commonly used by technicians. The novel functional swallow technique described here helps in developing and estimating the PPS during the final impression phase. Today, elastomeric polyvinyl siloxane is commonly used as the final impression material for the construction of the tissue-supported removable prosthesis. Accordingly, the proposed functional swallow method was planned with elastomeric materials. Nevertheless, the novel technique is practical even with traditional border molding techniques that employ the low-fusing green stick compound.

The functional swallow method has the advantages of being simple, efficient, and consistent. Since the proposed technique does not rely on cast scoring for the development of PPS, it is less subjective and hence more consistent than the commonly followed cast scoring techniques. Elastomeric putty was used as the first layer during seal formation in the novel method. This helped in easy transfer of the demarcated PPS boundaries from the mouth onto the tray, which otherwise was difficult with the resin tray surface alone. The low-fusing compound (green stick) that is commonly used in practice was applied over the initial layer of putty in the present method to complete the seal. The advantage of using a low-fusing compound is its ease of addition and removal. Further, a low-fusing compound may not be undercompressive like the fluid waxes or overcompressive like resins. The viscosity of the low-fusing compound combined with the swallowing pressure was the reason for developing a consistent seal with the novel technique in the present clinical situation.

The fluid wax technique was developed by Millsap, whereas Wick recently introduced the nonfluid wax technique for the development of PPS during the final impression. While fluid waxes are not dimensionally stable, nonfluid waxes contain sticky wax and hence may be difficult to soften after its application on the set elastomeric final impression surface. The proposed novel swallow method can be considered more accurate as it employs a low-fusing compound that is dimensionally stable when compared to waxes. A low-fusing compound (green stick) is easy to soften and is also more commonly used in practice when compared to fluid or nonfluid waxes. Also, additional precautions are not required to protect the PPS developed using a low-fusing compound during cast pouring, which is a necessity with waxes.

The resin-based provisional material was recently proposed by Batista whereas Jeanlin advocated the light polymerized resin to be used on the elastomeric final impression surface to establish the PPS. Resin materials bond well to elastomeric surfaces but may be difficult to trim and finish especially when applied on an elastomeric final impression surface. Using methods that employ resin can be time-consuming, have the possibility of overcompression of the PPS area, and may lead to an eventual loss of the seal. The tendency for overcompression with the proposed swallow method is very less as the low-fusing compound is not as hard as the resins and also easy to trim.

Unlike the recently proposed methods, a major benefit of the novel method is that the PPS is incorporated before the light body final impression is made. This makes the technique less demanding when compared to contemporary techniques that require careful heating, cutting, or trimming of the PPS material applied onto the completed final impression surface to develop the posterior seal. Developing a post dam or PPS before the light
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The purpose of describing this case report was to present a technique that the clinician can rely on and avoid cast scoring for developing the PPS. A study measured the maxillary denture retention of eight completely edentulous patients with their PPS established from a cast scraping method. The study involved follow-ups to check the retention at various stages that were evaluated by three clinicians. The research concluded that the scraping method used to establish the PPS was safe and effective.

But, the study results may not be generalizable as the sample size was small and the retention was measured by subjective means. Hence, a well-designed study comparing the effectiveness of the conventional cast scoring method and the novel functional swallow method in achieving maxillary denture retention would benefit the clinician. Devices like the dynamometer may help in measuring and comparing the retention values objectively. Although, in the present case a reliable seal was established, the PPS anatomy can be variable and challenging especially in House’s class III type of soft palates. In these patients, the compressible tissues are scanty to develop an effective seal. Further research is needed to prove the consistency of the novel functional swallow technique in similar demanding circumstances.

CONCLUSION

Establishing accurate and efficient PPS in a maxillary complete denture is crucial for its success. Incorporating PPS during the final impression stage may have many advantages. The functional swallow technique described in this article was efficient and consistent for developing the PPS. Materials commonly used in practice were employed for developing the PPS. Most importantly, the displacement of the soft palate was brought about by functional swallowing forces that are inherent to an individual. The functional swallow method can be a reliable alternative for the development of PPS.
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